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The Tzenkethi Coalition stands at the brink of war.

On one side: the Romulan Star Empire, who have offered alliance to the 
Tzenkethi in exchange for the use of their state-of-the-art war fleet.

On the other: the Cardassian Reclamation, who stand ready to engage the fleet 
the moment it launches to spark the next galactic war.

Standing between these three titanic powers: Captain Benjamin Sisko  
and the U.S.S. Theseus.

But peace has been brutally elusive. Much of the Theseus crew has been  
killed or injured on Tzenketh, including communications officer Lily Sato, whose 

personal trauma with the Tzenkethi drives her toward a dark path.

Now, as the planet itself continues to exhibit strange tectonic behavior,  
the Tzenkethi fleet prepares to launch.

The time for peace has passed.
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Time’s up,
Benjamin.

I refuse
to believe that.

As long as there is
air in my lungs, I wi�
not cede the future
of two worlds to

a�ihilation.

it’s not
your ca� anymore.
The intel’s clear. The

Tzenkethi Fl�t is going to
launch and the Carda�ians
wi� m�t them above the
planet. When they do, it
won’t be to play Edosian

Springjack.
Whoever

wins, Starfl�t
loses.

A� the
more reason

we can’t back
down now.

The Romulans
are almost certainly
manipulating Tzenkethi

leadership toward
conflict. War is their

intent, Admiral Sato, and
ordering the Theseus
home wi� play directly

into their hands.

Your job
was to convince

the Tzenkethi to side
with us. if that’s not

done, Ben, it’s not
the Admiralty’s

fault.

H�n. There’ve
b�n certain…
complications.

This
planet plays

hardba�.



Ben, this is
my fault. I gave you

an impo�ible mi�ion,
hoping for a miracle.
After a�, if anyone
could have done it,

it was going to
be you.

But you’re
facing a landslide

on Tzenketh…and it
won’t stop because

you’re the one
standing in

its way.

Sir,
respectfu�y,

to do nothing would
be to turn our back

on everything Starfl�t
stands for. War does

not n�d to be the
only option. We can

and wi� find
another way.

Apologies,
Ben. I wasn’t

clear.

That way
has already b�n

found.
in fact,

we’ve had this
contingency
in place from
the start. 

…Kingsnake.



Sisko to
Data. I n�d

eyes on Ha�y
Kim.

A�ording
to our scans,

Captain, Ha�y Kim
does not a�ear to

be on the planet
Tzenketh.

That’s
impo�ible,

Co�ander. No
ships have broken
atmosphere. He

hasn’t left.

I would
hypothesize that

Lieutenant Kim is utilizing
an anti-survei�ance

field, which would imply
that whatever his cu�ent

course of action
is...

it’s
something

he shouldn’t
be caught

doing.

Find him,
mr. Data.

At any
cost.

Yes,
sir.

Admiral...secrets don’t help
anyone anymore. To he� with

compartmentalization.

What
are his
orders?

Protecting
peace. At any

cost.

Like I
said. Starfl�t

Co�and n�ded
a miracle...



Ha�y...
are we rea�y
doing this?

Lily...
I know this
is hard...

...but
it’s already

done.

“…but we’� 
se�le for an 
act of God.”
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